Introduction.
Let Pi and P2 be bounded simply connected domains in the complex plane each containing the origin and let D be the component of PiP\P2 which contains the origin. It is clear that D is simply connected. Let { PF«}^,! and { Vn} "=i be complete orthonormal sets in the spaces P2(Pi) and P2(P2) respectively (if G is a domain then P2(G) is the space of functions/ analytic in G with ffa\f\ 2< °°)-In this paper we show that the set { Wn: «= Further, if zE7>/"'n7)(r"') with we» and m = n' then (8) /¿mJ,n(z) = h¿,">(z).
We now fix » and show that {hm,n}Z-n is a normal family in The series (11) converges by (2) and the fact that p<l. Hence for fixed « and j = l, 2, the family {hn,n}Z=n 1S uniformly bounded in DjTn) and is therefore a normal family. Let l\ be a subset of the positive integers such that {hfy. mQI\} converges to a function, say h?, analytic in D^\ Let l\QI\ be such that {hfy. mQL2} converges to hf analytic in P2ri>. Continuing in the same manner choose i"Ci» so that {h%)n:mQI2n} converges to hf in D%n) and /»Ci»-! so that {h™n:mQIn} converges to hf in D{{n\ Using (7) and (8) 
